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• State licensing authorities currently report adverse actions to 
the National Practitioner Data Bank (NPDB) and/or the 
Healthcare Integrity and Protection Data Bank (HIPDB).

• Implementation of Section 1921 of the Social Security Act on
March 1, 2010 expanded the types of State licensure actions 
reportable to the NPDB. 
� Reporting under Section 1921 does not require additional 

resources or work.
� These actions are currently reported to HIPDB and also placed 

into NPDB under Section 1921.

• State licensing authorities may query to obtain the expanded 
NPDB information under Section 1921.
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Reporting certain adverse information is 
required by law.  It also fosters quality in 
health care and assists the health care 
community in making sound employment, 
credentialing, and licensing decisions.
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1) It Protects the Public
A failure to report can expose the public to practitioners that 
are unfit to provide patient care.

2) It is a Legal Mandate
Federal laws require State Licensing Boards and Authorities 
to report specific types of adverse actions to each Data Bank.

3) Queriers Rely on the Information
Querying the Data Banks is one of many important elements 
in the comprehensive and continuous review of practitioners’ 
professional credentials; important health care decisions by 
hospitals, other health care providers, government health care 
programs, and others are influenced by the information 
available in the Data Banks.
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The intent is to protect beneficiaries 
participating in the Social Security Act’s 
health care programs from unfit health 
care practitioners and improve the anti-
fraud provisions of these programs.
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• Entities that are allowed to query the NPDB 
will have access to all Section 1921 reports.

• Entities given access to the NPDB through 
Section 1921 may query ONLY Section 1921 
information (e.g., Federal and State health 
care programs, State agencies that license 
health care entities, Medicare Fraud and 
Control Units and other law enforcement 
agencies, quality improvement organizations).
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• Adverse State licensure actions taken against all 
health care practitioners, including physicians and 
dentists, and entities.

• Negative actions or findings by State licensing 
boards.

• Negative actions or findings by non-QIO peer review 
organizations and private accreditation organizations.
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• Established through Title IV of Public Law 99-660, 
the Health Care Quality Improvement Act of 1986 
(HCQIA), as amended.  Final regulations codified at 
45 CFR part 60.

• State licensing boards must report certain adverse 
actions taken against physicians and dentists (based 
on competence/conduct).

• State practitioner licensing boards may query NPDB 
information.
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The implementation of Section 1921, effective March 1, 2010,
expands the current NPDB adverse licensure action reporting 
requirements for State licensing boards in two ways:

1) State licensing authorities must report adverse actions 
taken against all health care practitioners, not just 
physicians and dentists, as well as those actions taken 
against health care entities. 

2) State licensing authorities must report all adverse licensure 
actions (not just those based on professional competence 
and conduct).
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• State licensing boards or authorities must report adverse 
actions taken against physicians, dentists, other health 
care practitioners, and health care entities within 30 days 
of when the action was taken.  

• Boards also must report any revisions to that action, such 
as when a license is reinstated.  

• Boards that fail to meet reporting requirements can have 
their name published (HIPDB) and responsibility to report 
removed from them by the Secretary of the U.S. 
Department of Health and Humans Services (NPDB).
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State licensure actions taken as a result of formal 
proceedings are reportable to the NPDB.  These 
actions include:

• Any adverse action, including revocation or suspension of a license, 
reprimand, censure, or probation.

• Any dismissal or closure of the proceedings by reason of the practitioner 
or entity surrendering the license or leaving the State or jurisdiction.

• Any other loss of the license, whether by operation of law, voluntary 
surrender (excluding those due to non-payment of licensure renewal 
fees, retirement, or change to inactive status), or otherwise.

• Any negative action or finding that is publicly available information.
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Formal proceeding   

• A proceeding held before a State licensing or  
certification authority, peer review 
organization, or private accreditation entity that 
maintains defined rules, policies, or 
procedures for such a proceeding.
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Negative action or finding   

• Excludes administrative fines or citations, and 
corrective action plans unless they are: 

1) connected to health care delivery 
or

2) taken with another reportable action.

• Examples: limitations on the scope of practice, 
injunctions, forfeitures.
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Voluntary surrender of license   

• Made after a notification of investigation or a 
formal official request for surrender.

• In exchange to cease an investigation or to not 
conduct an investigation.

• In lieu of a disciplinary action.
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• Established under Section 1128E of the Social 
Security Act as added by Section 221(a) of the Health 
Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 
(HIPAA).  Final regulations codified at 45 CFR part 
61.

• Federal and State agencies may query HIPDB.
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• State agencies must report final adverse licensure or 
certification actions taken against health care 
practitioners, providers, or suppliers, generally within 
30 days of the action.

• Agencies must also report any revisions to that action, 
such as when a license is reinstated. 

• If the Secretary of HHS discovers that a Government 
agency has substantially failed to report the required 
information, the Secretary will publish the agency’s 
name in a public report.  
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Federal or State licensing and certification actions that are 
reportable include:

• Formal or official actions, such as the revocation, suspension, 
or probation of a license, or a reprimand or censure. 

• Any other loss of, or the loss of the right to apply for or renew, a 
license, certification agreement, or contract for participation in 
government health care program, whether by operation of law, 
voluntary surrender, or non-renewal (excluding non-renewals 
due to nonpayment of fees, retirement, or change to inactive 
status), or otherwise.

• Any other negative action or finding that is publicly available 
information.
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Negative action or finding   

• Excludes administrative fines or citations, and 
corrective action plans unless they are: 

1) connected to billing, provision or delivery of 
health care
and

2) taken with another reportable action.

• Examples: limitations on the scope of practice, 
injunctions, forfeitures.
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Voluntary surrender of license   

• Made after a notification of investigation or a 
formal official request for surrender.

• In exchange to cease an investigation or to not 
conduct an investigation.

• In lieu of a disciplinary action.
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Who Reports?

• NPDB: State agencies that license health care 
practitioners and entities.
� Health care practitioner; an individual other than a physician 

or dentist, who is licensed or otherwise authorized by a 
State to provide health care services.

• HIPDB: State Agencies that license or certify health 
care practitioners, providers or suppliers.
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What is Reported?

• NPDB:
� Adverse actions do not have to be final. 
� Publicly available negative actions or findings include 

reporting of administrative fines or citations related to health 
care delivery.  

• HIPDB:
� Final adverse actions only.
� Publicly available negative actions or findings include 

reporting of health care-related administrative fines or 
citations only if taken with another reportable action.
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Reportable Actions:
• Revocation, suspension, limitation, restriction, censure, reprimand, probation

• Voluntary surrender, limitation, restriction of license

• Denial of initial application or renewal

• Withdrawal of application

• Civil money penalties (a monetary penalty that is a formal disciplinary action 
imposed by the board)

• Modifications to previously reported actions, including reinstatements

• Summary or emergency suspension

• Publicly available administrative fines or citations related to health care delivery 
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Non-Reportable Actions:
• Monitoring, Continuing Education, completion of other obligations (unless it 

constitutes a restriction, a reprimand, etc...)

• Stayed actions

• Voluntary relinquishment of license for personal reasons (e.g., retirement or 
change to inactive status) 
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Reportable Actions:
• Revocation, suspension, limitation, restriction, censure, reprimand, probation

• Voluntary surrender, limitation, restriction of license

• Denial of initial application or renewal

• Withdrawal of application

• Civil money penalties (a monetary penalty that is a formal disciplinary action 
imposed by the board)

• Modifications to previously reported actions, including reinstatements
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Non-Reportable Actions:
• Monitoring, Continuing Education, or completion of other obligations (unless it 

constitutes a restriction, reprimand, etc…)

• Stayed actions

• Health care-related administrative fines or citations taken without another reportable 
action.

• Voluntary relinquishment of  license for personal reasons (e.g., retirement) 

• Summary or emergency suspension, limitation or restriction (not a final action)
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Agencies that are required to report an 
action to both Data Banks only need to 
submit a single report.

Based on the information submitted, the 
report will be stored in the appropriate 
Data Banks.
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• Each State should interpret NPDB and HIPDB 
reporting requirements based on their own State laws, 
regulations and rules.

• State and Data Bank terminology may vary; you must 
determine if the Data Banks’ reporting requirements 
match your board’s action. 

• The Data Banks are available to assist you in 
understanding the reporting requirements.
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A negative action or finding is publicly available 
information.  It excludes administrative fines or citations, 
and corrective action plans, unless they are: 

• Connected to the delivery of health care services, or;

• Taken in conjunction with other licensure or 
certification actions such as revocation, suspension, 
censure, reprimand, probation, or surrender.
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Example “Negative Action or Finding”
• A reportable administrative fine is one that is considered 

administrative or technical in nature and is reportable if it is 
related to health care delivery.

• Example: a board may impose an administrative fine for violating 
any section of the State code.
� One State considers the failure of a practitioner to obtain the 

required continuing education units (CEU) as a negative action or 
finding related to the delivery of health care and the board imposes a 
fine. This is reportable.

� Another State may consider the imposition of a fine for failing to 
meet mandatory CEUs as administrative, not relating to the delivery 
of health care.  This is not reportable.
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Revisions to Actions
• Examples:

� Initial reported action was a 2 year suspension. Upon its 
completion a second board hearing lifted the suspension and 
reinstated the license. The action of the second board hearing 
must be reported as a Revision to Action.

� Initial report was a Probation with Conditions. The practitioner 
failed to comply. The board then Suspended the license. The 
Suspension must be reported as a Revision to the initial 
reported Probation with Conditions.

� Remember to report all Revisions to Actions to provide 
accurate information to future queriers.
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Stayed Actions
• Examples:

� Initial action was a 2 year Suspension, stayed, and 4 year 
Probation. The suspension is not reported because it is 
stayed; however, the Probation is reportable.

� Initial action was a 2 year Suspension and 4 year Probation, 
stayed.  Neither action is reportable because both the 
Suspension and Probation are stayed.
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Letter of Concern
• Examples:

� Some States view a Letter of Concern a publicly available 
negative action or finding and therefore it is reportable.

� States that do not consider a Letter of Concern a publicly 
available negative action or finding are not required to report.
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• To submit a report you need to register 
with the Data Banks.

• Go to www.npdb-
hipdb.hrsa.gov/register and complete 
the Entity Registration form.

• Register as a State Licensing Agency;  
not as a Government Administrative 
Agency. 
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• You can manually submit a report via the Data 
Banks web site, the IQRS.

• You can automate your report submissions by 
using the Data Banks electronic interface, the 
QRXS.

• The following slides will demonstrate how to 
submit a report via the IQRS.
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(continued)

NPDB: Number of Reports By Practitioner Type
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NPDB: Number of Reports By Practitioner Type (cont’d)

2/23/10
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(continued)

HIPDB: Number of Reports By Practitioner Type
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HIPDB: Number of Reports By Practitioner Type (cont’d)

2/23/10
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